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"If only it weren't for the people, the 
goddamned people… always getting 
tangled up in the machinery. If it weren't 
for them, earth would be an engineer's 
paradise“ (Kurt Vonnegut, Player Piano)



Background

• Increasing levels of 
automation within 
vehicles

• Vehicles with high levels 
of automation expected 
on Australian roads 
from 2020 (NTC, 2019)

• Promise a range of 
societal benefits –
safety, mobility, 
efficiency, cost

Background



Why shift to AVs?

• Improving safety
• 94% crashes due to “human error” (NHTSA, 2015)

• Improving mobility
• Better access, social connectivity for people currently 

unable to drive
• Improving efficiency

• Reduced gap between vehicles
• Potential to operate at higher speeds
• Less crashes, less congestion

• Economic benefits
• Drivers able to complete other tasks, more productive



Levels of automation

Automated vehiclesCurrent vehicle fleet



Current trials

https://austroads.com.au/drivers-and-vehicles/future-vehicles-and-technology/trials

https://austroads.com.au/drivers-and-vehicles/future-vehicles-and-technology/trials




What are the 
risks?

• Vehicle fails to detect a hazard
• Vehicle fails to respond appropriately to a 

hazard
• Adverse environmental conditions
• Issues in handover / takeover
• Other road user behaviour
• Abnormal / emergency situations – ‘edge cases’
• Hacking & adversarial learning



Human Factors 
research

• Level 3
• Handover / takeover
• Situation awareness
• Trust & over-reliance
• Skill degradation

• Levels 4 & 5
• Trust & acceptance
• Motion sickness



What about 
vulnerable 

road users?



Uber-Volvo crash, 2018

• Arizona, USA
• Uber-Volvo vehicle, under 

test conditions, struck a 
pedestrian pushing a bicycle

• Pedestrian was killed
• Pedestrian crossed against 

‘no crossing sign’
• Safety driver expected to be 

monitoring the road ahead
• Various systemic 

contributory factors (Stanton, 
Salmon, Walker & Stanton, 2019)



Vulnerable 
road user 
literature

• Review: What is known about how vulnerable road users 
(pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists) behaviour (reactions, 
responses) around autonomous vehicles

• 1 January 2000 to 31 June 2019

• Must be original peer-reviewed journal articles published in English

• Excluded publications describing:
• The technical operation of autonomous vehicle
• autonomous location systems
• traffic management
• travel time 
• driver behaviour, 
• general VRU’s behaviour without AVs
• Studies that only investigated attitudes or perception of AV 

safety

• 1,323 articles identified initially

• 4 articles met criteria



‘Wizard of Oz’ experiment (Rodríguez Palmeiro et al., 2018) Behaviour around shuttles in shared spaces (Merat et al., 2018)

Interface design (Deb et al., 2018) Vehicle-pedestrian negotiation model (Gupta et al., 2019)



Rasmussen’s risk management framework

Rasmussen (1997)



Pedes-
trians Cyclists

AVs AV 
shuttles



Rasmussen’s risk management framework

Rasmussen (1997)



http://cooperhewitt.photoshelter.com/gallery/The-Road-Ahead-Reimagining-Mobility/G0000QFBhLiCU0u0

Now Future road transport system

Increasing levels of automation
Automation continuing to advance, learn, adapt
Road users continuing to advance, learn, adapt

Increasing uptake of shared mobility options
Increasing shift to more environmentally sustainable fuel sources

Increasing commercial opportunities, competition in mobility-as-a-service
Consumer expectations – time poor, want services on demand, want to stay connected

http://cooperhewitt.photoshelter.com/gallery/The-Road-Ahead-Reimagining-Mobility/G0000QFBhLiCU0u0


Existing 
research 
versus 
systems 
approaches

• Focus on the physical level
• Pedestrians
• AVs
• Infrastructure

• Focus on components
• Linear interactions

• Consider issues / risks 
independently

• Consider issues / risks at a 
point in time

• Focus on decisions and 
action of all actors across 
the whole system

• Considers interactions 
between components

• Takes into account non-
linear interactions

• Considers how accidents 
emerge from interactions 
of failures

• Considers risk as dynamic; 
changing over time 



Research focus

• How will advanced AVs 
interact with vulnerable road 
users?

• Pedestrians, cyclists, 
motorcyclists

• How will vulnerable road 
users adapt their behaviour 
over time in response to 
advanced AVs?

• Will this lead to new types of 
crashes?

• What systems-level 
interventions can be 
implemented to manage 
new risks?



Cognitive 
Work Analysis

• RISØ, review of accidents in nuclear 
power

• Human error
• But would not have occurred 

had the operators known the 
true system state

• Developed for complex systems
• Cannot anticipate all scenarios
• Give the human access to 

information in an appropriate 
form to enable decision 
making



What might undesirable interactions look 
like? 

Situation: AV turning right 
on green traffic light. 

Pedestrian about to cross 
on green pedestrian light

What could go wrong?
- Pedestrian unsure if AV has detected them. 
Pedestrian & AV both wait. AV blocks 
intersection
- Pedestrian hesitates initially, AV assesses as 
stopped. Pedestrian then steps out, AV stops 
in middle of turn blocking intersection



What could go wrong?
- Cyclist becomes frustrated, overtakes AV 

during turn, AV fails to detect cyclist and 
collides

- AV blocks view of crossing pedestrian, 
cyclist collides with pedestrian

Situation: AV turning right on green 
traffic light. Cyclist also turning 

right. Pedestrian about to cross on 
green pedestrian light. AV stopped, 

waiting to determine pedestrian 
behaviour



Learning & adaptation - pedestrians
Assuming flawless AV performance, will the pedestrian learn to  ‘bully’ 
the AV?

Go Stay
Go 0 2 3 1
Stay 1 3 0 0

Car driver
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Go Stay
Go 3 0 3 1
Stay 0 3 0 0

Autonomous vehicle
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Thompson & Read (2019)

Pay-off shifts to the pedestrian where 
both parties choose to ‘go’ – they are 

rewarded, and likely to repeat?



Learning & adaptation - cyclists



• When 500 AVs introduced
• Mean collisions increased 

from 3.71 per time-step to 
4.02 

• Increase occurred despite 
AVs operating ‘flawlessly’ 
and never colliding with any 
cyclists

• Why? Cyclists came to 
expect flawless behaviour 
from all vehicles

Thompson, Read, Wijnands & Salmon (under review)

500 AVs 
introduced



Conclusions

• Road transport is a complex, open system
• People and systems are adaptive
• Interventions in complex systems (i.e. AVs) have unintended 

consequences
• Need to predict (where possible), monitor, and manage the 

unintended consequences, to ensure the safe and successful 
introduction of AVs



Thank-you

Contact: Gemma Read - gread@usc.edu.au

Or visit www.hf-sts.com
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